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(54) Soft tissue paper 

(57) Soft throughdried tissues are made without the use of a Yankee dryer. An aqueous suspension of 
papermaking fibres (11) are deposited on a forming fabric (13) to form a wet web. The web is transferred to a 
slower transfer fabric (17) and then to a throughdrying fabric (19), on which it is final dried by a throughdryer 
(21), before being transferred by carrier fabrics (25 and 26) to a reel <24). The typical Yankee functions of 
building machine direction and cross-machine direction stretch are replaced by a wet end rush transfer and 
the throughdrying fabric design, respectively. It is particularly advantageous to form the tissue with 
chemimechanically treated fibres In at least one layer e.g. by the use of a shaft disperger and by adding a 
softening agent. The resulting tissues have high bulk (about 6 cubic centimeters per gram or greater) and low 
stiffness. ** 
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In the manufacture of tissue products such as beth tissue a 

wide variety of product characteristics must be given attention in 

order to provide . final product with the appropriate blend of 

attributes suitable for the product's intended purposes.  Among these 

venous attributes, improving softness has always been a major 

objective for premium products,  major components of softness include 

.ffness and bulk (density), with lower stiffness and higher bulk 

(lower density) generally improving perceived softness 

Traditionally, tissue products have been made using a wet- 

presslng process In which , significant „.„„, ,f water ,s reB,oved 

from a wet laid web by pressing or squeezing water fro. the web prior 

to f,„,  drying,   m p,rt,c„,ar. while supported by en absorbent 

paper.ak.ng felt, the web is squeezed between the felt end the 

surface of , rotating heated cylinder (Yankee dryer) using a pressure 

as the web is transferred to the surface of the Yankee d yer 

nhTdo 6 "T, Tfs tberMfter "s,od9ed f™the ™« 

the dr^    K     . (CrePi""' "MCh t0 **«- 

the --pressing stages of the process.   Creplng generally improves 

-softness of the web, albeit at the expense of , significant loss 

of drw™ ™ent,Y''r0',9h<fryin3 h" bK«" '       P«»'ent means 
of drying tissue webs.  Throughdrylng provides a relatively 

noncompressive method of removing water fro. the web by passing hot 

web is transferred from the fomin, fabric to , coarse, highly 

permeable throughdrylng fabric and retained on the throughdrylng 

fabric until it 1s dry.  The resulting dried web is softer and 

bulkier than a wet-pressed uncreped dried sheet because fewer 

papermaking bonds are for«d and because the web is less dense 

Squeezing water from the wet web is eliminated, although subsequent 
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transfer of the web to a Yankee dryer for creping is still used to 

final dry and/or .soften the resulting tissue. 

While there is a processing incentive to eliminate the Yankee 

dryer and make -an uncreped throughdried tissue, attempts to make 

throughdried tissue sheets without using a Yankee dryer (uncreped) 

have heretofore lacked adequate softness when compared to their 

creped counterparts.  This is partially due to the inherently high 

stiffness and strength of an uncreped sheet, since without creping 

there is no mechanical debonding in the process.   Because stiffness 

is a major component of softness, the use of uncreped throughdried 

sheets has been limited to applications and markets where high 

strength is paramount, such as for industrial wipers and towels 

rather than for applications where softness is required, such as for 

bath tissue, premium household towels, and facial tissue in the 
15    consumer market. 
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It has now been discovered that tissues having properties 

particularly suitable for use as a bath tissue can be made using 

certain pretreated papermaking fibers in an appropriate process A 

throughdrying tissue making process in which the tissue web is not 

adhered to a Yankee dryer and hence is uncreped is preferred. The 

resulting tissues of this invention are characterized by a unique 

combination of high bulk and low stiffness as compared to available 

creped bath tissue products and especially so as compared to prior 

uncreped throughdried products. 

The stiffness of the products of this Invention can be 

objectively represented by either the maximum slope of the machine- 

direction (MO) load/elongation curve for the tissue (hereinafter 

referred to as the "MO Max Slope") or by the machine direction 

Stiffness Factor (hereinafter defined), which further takes Into 

account the caliper of the tissue and the number of plies of the 

product.   In accordance with this Invention, by overcoming the 

inherently high stiffness of uncreped throughdried sheets, an 

acceptably soft tissue with high bulk and low stiffness can be 

produced.   In addition, the products of this Invention can have a 

high degree of stretch of about 10 percent or greater, which provides 
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in-use durability.   Such soft, strong and stretchable tissue products 

with high bulk have heretofore never been made.   While this invention 

is.particularly applicable to bath tissue, it is also useful for 

other paper products where softness is a significant attribute, such 

5     as for facial tissue and household paper towels. 

Hence in one aspect, the invention resides in a soft tissue 

having a Bulk (hereinafter defined) of about 9 cubic centimeters per 

gram or greater and an MD Max Slope of about 10 or less. 

In another aspect, the invention resides in an a soft tissue 

10    comprising one or more uncreped throughdried plies and having a MD 

Max Slope of about 10 or less, preferably also having a Bulk of about 

6 cubic centimeters per gram or greater. 

In another aspect, the invention resides in a soft tissue having 

a Bulk of about 9 cubic centimeters per gram or greater and a MO 

Stiffness Factor of about 150 or less. 

In another aspect, the Invention resides in a soft tissue 

comprising one or more uncreped throughdried plies and having a MO 

Stiffness Factor of about 150 or less, preferably also having a Bulk 

of about 6 cubic centimeters per gram or greater. 

In a further aspect, the invention resides In a method of making 

a soft tissue sheet comprising: (a) forming an aqueous suspension of 

papermaklng fibers having a consistency of about 20 percent or 

greater; (b) mechanically working the aqueous suspension at a 

temperature of 140' F. or greater provided by an external heat 

25    source, such as steam, with a power input of about 1 horsepower-day 

per ton of dry fiber or greater to curl the fibers; (c) diluting the 

aqueous suspension of curled fibers to a consistency of about 0.5 

percent or less and feeding the diluted suspension to a tissue- 

making headbox; (d) depositing the diluted aqueous suspension onto a 

forming fabric to form a wet web; (e) dewatering the wet web to a 

consistency of from about 20 to about 30 percent; (f) transferring 

the dewatered web from the forming fabric to a transfer fabric 

traveling at a speed of from about 10 to about 80 percent slower than 

the forming fabric; (g) transferring the web to a throughdrying 

fabric whereby the web is macroscopically rearranged to conform to 

the surface of the throughdrying fabric; and (h) throughdrying the 
web to final dryness. 
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The Bulk of the products of this inufl„f 

-ootlent of the Caliper (herein f^'"^ 'he 

The resultin9 Sulk Is expressed „ cubic cent.Lers T 

=    the products of this Invention.-BuHs can      5: "     , f°" 
cent,me,ers per grm or pj 

*r*m or greater, sultab.y from ,bout " 

rr*£,~ - -ree,:r"frM 1: ,r;: -* » 

Produced by the tissue maot,,, without post treetlts K 

embosslnp.  Nevertheless, the basesheets o th   ? * " 

jessedto- 9-t.r ;:,r «h, r6"1:-?e 

they can remain unembossed.  I„ addlt.on ,11 ,d' °r 

IS     invention can be calendered J , <»«,ta.t« of th.s 

«—j;. r^Xp'rc.'?6""" th« 
The HO Kax Slope of the pr^cts of tu   V, SP",,iC"iMS- 

10 or less, preferablv ah™, c   T •»«»t1on can be abput 

"»ut 6.  Oetemln no th.t ! "out 3 to 

of the machine direction 1L., P*    *** ■ux,«" "op. 

centimeter,), but for c.„,.„,e„„ th, » H« s,l / 

-.or.1n.fter referred to without the »Us       °" V,1U" 

• ^v^a>rz rr;.:;«: r-- be 

the C^per d id* by t e n' H " th« 

'    WfuJfKtT^tt .or P',eS-  The units of the MO " 

"-P'lclty the I Zl ,t" J;;, ;-«'*cr.„s... but for 

referred to without the ,„ns " 'MrelMft«- 

the ten sheet thlcxoess by ten where" I 1       "* "lvi<,,n' 

PUced with the same side u    C,W "** " 

<> -oasured In eccordance wUh TAPPI test 'ZT'    ",Cr0nS- " 
IAPRI test methods T40J 'Standard 
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Conditioning and Testing Atmosphere t. D 

»P"board, and Combined .J.™    „ ^»      «P«J N,, 

■■•en-tar used for carrying o„t T4 ,     of      St'Clted ^ "» 

•    **1 «-72-00; Amityvilu" new Jrk)  "     " ' ^ M,C™"" I™. 

v« <^s „„.,   ,     :n anv<i   °f 4 

10 ««?v7S.rrair:;; r, r r" ~ 
On,-p,y products      advantag. „  ^e I "      'T'" " 

■anof.ctore, while .ulti-nl, DrodJt 
,ower cost 

~rs.   For /„      <« * «„, 

15    " th» »•*■* b. the sj, pro   J a 
S,   t

neCe"ry ,hat '» 
accordance .1th this invention. "* Ply " ,n 

The basis «jg„t of th 

about 5 to .boot 70 grams per J!r.   . "« f™ 

'boot ,o to .boot 40 gs. and 1 «   1 <9Sm'- PrritolM' f™ 

«« P-ferred.   For . t.o'p,y  ,        i ' b"'S l"1** °f «*« H gs, 

Por Ply is preferred.   For . 1" I,  .<     "'e,!"'t °f ll,0ut 20 «» 

15 gsm per p„ ... ^T"' ' of 

-aohine direction Itret «i » 

""ably fro. ,b.ut 15 tQ tr 3 V
erCMt " 9re"er' 

Section (CO) stretch c.„ be bit ^ D.    .    ' 
Cr0"-"'"« 

f» .boot 7 to .boot 10 percent  V T     " 9rNter" suit>»> 
»    darted to the sheet „p,f£^f 1" «-tch c.n be " 

«H« to th, tr,„f.r rabric   „lr h  * "*        * f°™"* 

*" «• »»ther transfer ,br T^jL'™Sf" fl~ * 

a transfer fabric to the throoghd^ £££  T" " * f™ 

«-rect.on stretch is do.i„.ted by t   th' ^ Cr0"-™",i" 

direction tensile strength is nr.f   " the ■*»<"• 

<>•« centimeters, of .th  r^e u ^ 9™ ~ 3 '°<bes 
9  iUr-        "".My from aboot 700 

( 
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to about 1500 grams.   Cross-machine direction tensile strengths are ^ 

Preferably about 300 grams per 3 inches (7.62 centimeters) of wi 

or greater, more suitably from about 400 to about 600 grams 

The HD Tensile Strength, MD Tensile Stretch, CD Tensile Strength 

5     and CO Tensile Stretch are obtained according to TAPPI Test 

Method 494 OM-88 "Tensile Breaking Properties of Paper and 

Paperboard" using the following parameters: Crosshead speed is 10 0 

in/min   (254 ™/min>, full scale load is 10 lb (4,540 g), jaw span 

the distance between the jaws, sometimes referred to as the gauge 
1     length) is 2.0 inches (50.8 mm), specimen width is 3 inches 

ZfrT:        ten$11e te*in9 maChine 1$ 3 S1ntech' **1 CITS. 
2000Systems Integration Technology Inc., Stoughton, MA; a division 

of MTS Systems Corporation, Research Triangle Park, NC) 

.      Papermaking fibers useful for purposes of this invention include 

yeel ulosic fibers which are known to be useful for makin 

particular y those fibers useful for making relatively low dens y 

papers such as facial tissue, bath tissue, pap.r toweU, din ■ 

h     el3; b SUltabU fib€r$ 1nClUde "«wbo and 
ardwood fibers, as well as secondary or recycled cellulosic fibers 

nd mixtures thereof.   Especially suitable hardwood fibers „ 

eucalyptus and maple fibers.  As used herein, "secondary fZ"' 

any ceUulosic fiber which has previously 

r      1 matr,x vu physical, chemical or.mechanical means and, 

con It      K ^ i0t0 8 f1b6r       dr1ed t0 • -1'ture 
o     t of about 10 weight percent or less and subsequently 

re sol ted from Its web matrix by some physical, chemical or 
mechanical means. 

A key cM.pon.nt In ti«„e softness ,s Sh,et st(ff„,ss „r 

* u ^ Proce"" de""« "«""«' »<« 

on*1n,t1., of these.  „e,th,r the f,rst nor Ust process 1, p.,,",. 
n .„ uncreped thr.0,hdr„o prKess.  Ther,{or     > ° « 

f Pljy . key ro„ ,„ redoc.n, $hMt > ? 

..ere,  ,ens»e strenpth.   ,cM,,y, th, GestrK( over„, * 

woo.d be cerrieo ,„ , very thfli„y,r (for 
rt~ *" 

en  rested to 9,ve very hi9h stre„9tl, or TOdu)gs " 

ref.n.no or che^C .ctlon,.   Tn, reM,„f„9 „yer(s) wood clprise 
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fibers which have been treated to significantly reduce their strength 

(modulus).   The key to achieving low stiffness at required overall 

strength then becomes treating or modifying the fibers in such a way 

as to maximize the difference in strength (modulus) of the layers. 

An ideal modification for the weaker layer would simultaneously 

reduce tensile-strength and increase bulk, as this would decrease 

modulus the greatest. 

The modification methods to produce soft fibers for the 

relatively weak layers include mechanical modification/chemical 

modification and combinations of mechanical modification and chemical 

modification.  Mechanical modifications are achieved by methods which 

permanently deform the fibers through mechanical action. These 

methods introduce curl, kinks, and mlcrocompressions Into the fiber 

which decrease fiber-to-fiber bonding, decrease sheet tensile 
strength, and Increase sheet bulk, stretch, porosity and softness 

Examples of suitable mechanical modification methods Include flash 

drying, dry fiberizlng and wet high-consistency curling.  While any 

process or mechanical device which imparts fiber curl may increase 

sheet softness, those which produce more curl or a stlffer curl or a 

more permanent curl upon exposure to water will increase sheet 

softness to a greater extent and are hence preferred.   In addition 

softness-enhancing chemicals can be added to mechanically-modified' 

fibers either before or after mechanical modification to produce 

further Increases in softness over the mechanical treatment or wet 

end chemical addition alone.  A preferred means for modifying the 

fibers for purposes of this invention Is to pass the fibers through a 

shaft dlsperger, which 1s a wet high-consistency curling device which 

works the fibers (Imparts high shear forces and a high degree of 

inter-fiber friction) at elevated temperature.   Fibers which have 

been passed through a shaft dlsperger (sometimes referred to herein 

as "dlsperglng") are referred to as "dlsperged fibers".  These fibers 

possess certain properties which make them particularly advantageous 

for making uncreped throughdried tissues because of their bulk 

building ability and their softness. 

The consistency of the aqueous fiber suspension which 1s 

subjected to the disperging treatment must be high enough to provide 

significant fiber-to-fiber contact or working which will alter the 
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^face properties of the treated fiber,.   Specifically, the * 

t.0"ab„ Z "T *' Wt >b0Ut       ^ *- 'boot 20 
to about 60, and „ost preferably ft. about 30 to about 50 dry we , 

percent.   The consistency wil, be primarily dictated by the kL 

5    .ach.ne used to treat the fibers.   For so*e rotating sL 

o„sisrrS- f07Xa°,,>^e• there " * riSk °f *• «•*». « 
conduces above about 40 dry -eight percent.  For other types of 

spergers. such as the B„is Mchin. (co»erc,„,y 

extra cMpa„y. Ffra1ny ^ co„sjstencjes J™ 

■0    50 can be utilized without plugging.  This device can be gene ,, ! 

descnbed as a pressurized twin screw shaft disperger each sh! 

•v,n, sever,, screw nights oriented ,„ the dlrect o   711 , 

flow followed by several flights oriented In the opposite d  ec „ 

15     aUruTt^ Pre"Ure- ^-«""»«-r. notL t. ,™ he 
*" W" thr""h «• ""ches fro. one series of n ightT to 

•"other.  ,t 1s desirable t. utilize a consistency wMch U as h oh 

preferably about «0-F. or great d „st ,f„,l?£? 

IZrlr,^        - * Is dlcUtoTby 

f bis , Wlr""S " """»'•<»<'. '<"« the „„,»„' 

pressure cannot be heated beyond the boiling point of water 

e t.rt   hVdTo        "* "0,",t °f ,,9n,n " 
.tt.in.bt f   ..r        ' Pre""' ,rtt»-«~t» erfcts being 

transformed into suitably soft fih«r«    c 1/ 

thennomechanical pulo .TMP.  rt^-i    .   ,   , uwooa' 
puip uwj, chemimechanlcal DUID .CMP. ^KI 

chemithennomechanical pulp (BCTMP) Th.cn PU'P ( }* and bleach«* 
of about 15 nercont o/     ! ' " PUlp$ have U*nin contents 

percent or greater, whereas chemical pulps (Icraft and 
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sulfite) are low yield pulps having a lignin content of about 5 

percent or less. 

The amount of power applied to the fibrous suspension during 

disperging also, impacts the fiber properties.   In general, increasing 

the power input will increase the fiber curl.   However, it has also 

been found that the fiber curl reaches a maximum upon reaching a 

power input of about 2 horsepower-days per ton (HPD/T) (1.6 kilowatt- 

days per tonne) of dry fiber in suspension.  A preferred range of 

power input is from about 1 to about 3 HPD/T (0.8 to about 2.5 

kilowatt-days per tonne), more preferably about 2 HPD/T (1.6 

kilowatt-days per tonne) or greater. 

In working the fibers during disperging, it is necessary that 

the fibers experience substantial fiber-to-fiber rubbing or shearing 

as well as rubbing or shearing contact with the surfaces of the 

mechanical devices used to treat the fibers.  Some compression, which 

means pressing the fibers Into themselves, is also desirable to 

enhance or magnify the effect of the rubbing or shearing of the 

fibers.   The measure of the appropriate amount of shearing and 

compression to be used lies in the end result, which is the 

achievement of high bulk and low stiffness in the resulting tissue 

A number of shaft dlspergers or equivalent mechanical devices known 

in the paper-making industry can be used to achieve varying degrees of 

the desired results.   Suitable shaft dispergers include, without 

limitation, nonpressurlzed shaft dlspergers and pressurized shaft 

dispergers such as the B1vis machines described above. Shaft 

dispergers can be characterized by their relatively high 

volumerinternal surface area ratio and rely primarily on fiber-to- 

fiber contact to cause fiber modification.  This Is in contrast with 

disc refiners or disc dispergers, which rely primarily on metal 

surface-to-fiber contact rather than fiber-to-fiber contact. While 

disperging is a preferred method of modulus reduction for soft layer 

fibers, 1t is not Intended that this invention be limited by the use 

of fibers treated in this manner.   Mechanical or chemical means can 

be used to decrease the strength and modulus of these fibers and 

employed along with a strength layer to directionally reduce sheet 
stiffness. 
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ca„ be, nc,^,;,?:    ;;; ~ ;nd.such softe-9 

disperging.   Such agent. M„ .i    K ' dUn"9 0r »ft«»" 

0     betaine, sodium laui-vl * «'einanoi amine, coco 

—.1- salt. , ,Uat6rnar^ 

*««., aSents J,:,', f.       ' (™«"> -^che.ica, 

'    "W»t4« Wi«thyl dihydrogenated tall.- _ f 

-.-fact-red * S„,r„ CL,    ' *   "l^t T"-' 

—.1. salt, »,„Ufictured by C ' <*»t«H»- 

2HT-75 ( di(hydn>Se.,t,d t„,ow dw  , Pa"y> "* **-f*^ 
.a„uf.ctured b, ,L Ch j;°^^u^;» ; 

agents will ,lr/ grHt)y „,.. .J*my\ 5un,l"« «■»»*« of softenin, 

results.  Suc„ L^ts "   b.   „T   ' "* the 

-* « «~ percent ^r^"?       — * 
specific,,,, fP0.sbout 0.J5 to ^  '   .I.  t? ^ 
"ore specific,,,, about „:s w)9|it *£| »'9« percent, ,„d st„, 

'■ t- Papeneaki^       £ "s " £~,"»' " '» 

F.ordrioier, reef for«rs Lh" ,    7" Pr°""es 

fomers (,uch „ J™" (!UC'' " suct,M „, ,„„ 5ap 

•ir, f.nler isprellTf,IT? etc.  A twfn 

or fabrics can ,',s. Lit. ^ T^"'  ^ ' 

fiber support Peiog preferred        . 9rMter 

coarser „.,»., ,ZZZ t   1' "V1"°°^ 

fiber, onto the f.min, f p    ^"L , ,0 * 

layered headPoxes Jre ^ e    £lZT """^ 

tissue can be f,„„y tu„ed by ZJZZ °* 
layers. '   tenn' the <=«P»s1tion of the various 



line  air side" refers to the side of th« ♦< 

5 - *** ^ ^ wM);
d;/;* r\Z;T: 

opposite side-of the tissue wh.rh <   • to the 

«rt« during dr,f   0        I     r  /I"" ^ »™**»r 

^r,cTrs's,,:tti,,,e,riim fZ:: 

Merged fibers on the fab       ^        AT™" t0 »™"* 

t.o ttssue sheets t09ether s::;; /;r; ;;u
evftvrp"the 

become the outwardly fact™ surfaces of th. T 

IS    the dispersed fibers (virl, fl '""0'*,Ct- Ne"rtheless, » - users (virgin fibers or secondary r<k...i 
Present in any or all layers .     *COni"ry "tap«) «" be 

desired.   In ,„ „  s th," UP°" '""0pert," 

M* and l  e   t      s °' d,SPer9K* ,ibe" «- '""ease 

-yer can be « ™u   frcT tT."o" we^"^ "» 
20    specifically ah«..t ™    /! 1ght Percen*» <«ore 

Preferred that the disperged , J °   3 " *' 

berein described to further enhance Bu,k «n« s i  „t " 

In manufacturing the tissues of «... ■ "'«»t«. 

«    to include , transfer fl1 "       thil ,n"nt1on- " " Preferable 

«*«■ impart su i  en s , 1 "°°th'""     tne s*»< 

•... wh,ch «T ".rb.tir^.'nr"*br,c- 

drying section of the web maoufw T 9 SKtfon Md tlw 

• relatively e^th Lr.e. Ie       ' The f>br,c ""<• 

-    m must have 1^J7?^ * * 

during', rush transfer.   ,t „ prt,r£ t„ t „ "      " """" 

frm the fonain, fabric to th, JZ^^L? " th« "* 

"fixed-gap- transfer or a . t ? C,rr'ed °Ut "ith 1 

substantially compressed be « „ hi'"        **      U "« 
«■ -Per „f th, tfss^ «n .rd.r t. preserve 

Transfer fabrics include single-layer muUi , 

-eable structures.   Preferred fJZZT^Z 7C 



10 

h    i     ChJr:CtenSti": <" * "» •«* 1 ^ transfer febric that „ ,„ contact wm t„e m 

«*.». direction (MO) strands per inch (mesh, is f™ , t 00 H 

to a. p,r Ce„ttaet,r, and the number of cross-mechine d, ec io„ , , 

5    strands per inch (count, is, also from 10 to 200    The strand di, ? 
i. typ.c.,1, »„. than 0:050 fnch 

I ;,? **' beU"" "» M*rt 'he HO Lee 
and the highest point of the CO knuckle is fro, about 0 001 to about 

0.« or 0^03 inch (,.« to ebout 0.5 or 0.75 .„„*.», , 

or CO strands that give the topography , 3-di.enslon.l 

characteristic. Specific suitable transfer fabrics Include  b, «, „, 

=£,"=sir: =• r s »-*f\ I 

preferably from about 10 to about 35 Derr«„+   =, ^ Skater, 

zzrzt; r ■ ~- 

-ncreped tbroughdrled beth tissue' I^TCiJ / ^ 

ransfer V      " PerCMt tte »** and a so", 

thr,ughdr,,„, febric, for fine, ory(„9 prefe„My 
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of vacuum to ensure macroscopic rearrangement of the web to give the 

desired Bulk and appearance.   The use of separate transfer and 

throughdrying fabrics offers a significant improvement over the prior 

art since it aljows the two fabrics to be designed specifically to 

address key product requirements Independently.   For example, the 

transfer fabrics are generally optimized to allow efficient 

conversion of high rush transfer levels to high MO stretch and to 

improve sheet smoothness while throughdrying fabrics are designed to 

deliver bulk and CO stretch.   It is therefore useful to have quite 

fine and relatively planar transfer fabrics and throughdrying fabrics 

which are quite coarse and three dimensional in the optimized 

configuration.   The result is that a relatively smooth sheet leaves 

the transfer section and then is macroscopically rearranged (with 

vacuum assist) to give the high bulk, high CD stretch surface 

15     topology of the throughdrying fabric.   No visible (at least not 

macroscopically visible) trace of the transfer fabric remains in the 

finished product.   Sheet topology is completely changed from transfer 

to throughdrying fabric and fibers are macroscopically rearranged 

including significant fiber-fiber movement. 

The drying process can be any noncompressive drying method which 

tends to preserve the bulk or thickness of the wet web including 

without limitation, throughdrying, infra-red radiation, microwave 

drying, etc.   Because of its commercial availability and 

practicality, throughdrying is well-known and is a preferred means 

for noncompressively drying the web for purposes of this invention 

Suitable throughdrying fabrics Include, without limitation, Asten 

920A and 937A and Velostar P800 and.103A.   The web is preferably 

dried to final dryness on the throughdrying fabric, without being 

pressed against the surface of a Yankee dryer, and without subsequent 

creping.   This provides a product of relatively uniform density as 

compared to products made by a process in which the web was pressed 

against a Yankee while still wet and supported by the throughdrying 

fabric or by another fabric, or as compared to spot-bonded airlaid 

products.  Although the final product appearance and bulk are 

dominated by the throughdrying fabric design, the machine direction 

stretch in the web is primarily provided by the transfer fabric, thus 

giving the method of this invention greater process flexibility 

20 
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Embodiments of the present invention will now be 

described, by way of example only, with reference to the 

. accompanying drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a schematic process flow diagram illustrating a 

5   method of making uncreped throughdried sheets in accordance with this 

invention. 

Figure 2 is a schematic process flow diagram of a method of 

treating fibers in accordance with this invention using a shaft 

disperger to work the fibers. 

10 Figure 3 is a cut-away perspective view of the shaft disperger 
of Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a schematic process flow diagram of an alternative 

method in accordance with this invention using a pair of Bivls shaft 

dispergers in series. 

15 Figure 5 is a generalized plot of a load/elongation curve for 

tissue, illustrating the determination of the MO Max Slope. 

Figure 6 is a plot of Bulk versus Panel Stiffness (stiffness as 

determined by a trained sensory panel) for the bath tissues made in 

accordance with this invention and commercially available creped bath 

20   tissues, illustrating the high level of bulk and low stiffness 

exhibited by the products of this Invention. 

Figure 7 is a plot of Panel Stiffness versus MO Max Slope for 

the bath tissues made in accordance with this Invention and 

commercially available bath tissues, illustrating the correlation of 

25   Panel Stiffness with the MD Max Slope. 

Figure 8 is a plot of Bulk versus MO Max Slope for the bath 

tissues made in accordance with this invention and commercially 

available bath tissues, further illustrating the high Bulk and low 

stiffness exhibited by the products of this invention. 

30 Figure 9 Is a plot similar to that of Figure 8, but for Panel 

Stiffness versus MO Stiffness Factor, illustrating the correlation of 

Panel Stiffness and the MO Stiffness Factor. 

Figure 10 is a plot similar to that of Figure 9, but for Bulk 

versus the MD Stiffness Factor, further Illustrating the high Bulk 

?.l   and low stiffness of the products of this invention. 
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9
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appearance. J"eldin9 desired Bulk and 
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» the use of p0sitive pressure "i uel5*™6"'6' * 
the opposite side of the weo to 
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low the web onto the next fabric In addition to or as a replacement 

for sucking it onto the next fabric with vac™.   A,„, , ' , 

or rolls can be used to replace the vacuo. sh,e(s, °" 

5     drindT'6 SUmn"      ^ the web is f,„„ 

f
d
h
r,ed     J »«'^"cy ,f about 94 percent or oreater by th. 

T P7 7!" °      tWUr to-*™* »«> * carrier fabric 22 
Th dr,ed b.s«sh.,t 23 i, transported to the reel 24 using carrier 

fabric 22 and an optional carrier fabric 25.  An optional pressurized 

turning ml, 26 can be us,d to facilitate transfer of the we b ™ 

>°    carrier fabric 22 to fabric 25.  Suitable carrier fabric   , " 
purpose ere Albany Internationa, „„ or 94lt ,„„ Aste„      „  ' " 

of which ,r. relatively smooth fabrics having , f(ne pUtern 

A, hough not shown, reel calendering or subsequent off-line 

is Z'XT*used ,0 ,mprove the SMothne" -°<«. 

Fi9ure 2 Is . block flow diagra. Illustrating over,,, process 

ops for treating secondary P,pe™,k,„g fibers ,  prep,  t ' 
o< Perg.ng.   (for yi^„ ^ ^ ^  ^ J,,^*'^ 

.,ter to the desired consistency ,„d introducd direct,     t e 

,7c " * MP8r f"rn,Sh 40 * * »   o to 
' h,f cons,st.ncy pulper 4, (Hod., ST6C-W, Bird £sch.r toss 

H»s ,.,d. MA) with th, .ddition of dilution w,t.    2        «h , 

consistency of ebout 15 percent    Prior *„ ! 

Po-Per the stock is diluted to a 12^?, 'percent" 

T e,uped fibers ,r, fed to helping screen 43 (fibe ,z r e, 

»"« *•*»•        with addition,, dilution w ter i  ord.r , 

remove „ree contM,„,„ts.  Th. ,„put consistent    th sc 1 ° 

:rnt; * rejects * U.V£LV. 

L t  , ° ,rher ~~ SM,1'r -*«•«..  Dilution water 



second fine screen 46B (Axiguard, Model 1, Bird Escher Wyss) to 

remove additional contaminants.   The accepts are recycled to the feed 

stream to the fine screen 46A and the rejects are directed to waste 

disposal.  The .accepts from the fine screen, with the addition of 

dilution water to reach a consistency of about 1 percent, are then 

passed to a series of four flotation cells 47, 48, 49 and 50 (Aerator 

Model CF1, Bird Escher Wyss) to remove ink particles and stickles. 

Rejects from each of the flotation cells are directed to waste 

disposal.   The accepts from the last flotation cell are fed to a 

washer 51 (Double Nip Thickener Model 100, Black Clawson Co., 

Middletown, OH) to remove very small ink particles and increase the 

consistency to about 10 percent.  Rejects from the washer are 

directed to waste disposal.  The accepts from the washer are fed to a 

belt press 52 (Arus-Andritz. Belt Filter Press Model CPF 20 inches, 

Andritz-Ruthner Inc., Arlington, TX) to reduce the water content to 

about 30 percent.  Rejects from the belt press are directed to waste 

disposal.   The resulting partially dewatered fibrous material is then 

fed to a shaft disperger 53 (GR 11, Ing. S. Maule & C. S.p.A., 

Torino, Italy), described in detail in Figure 3, in order to work the 

fibers to improve their properties in accordance with this invention. 

Steam 54 is added to the disperger feed stream to elevate the 

temperature of the feed material.  The resulting treated fibers 55 

can be directly used as feedstock for paper-making or otherwise 

further treated as desired. 

Figure 3 is a cut-away perspective view of a preferred apparatus 

for treating fibers in accordance with this invention as illustrated 

in Figure 2.   The particular apparatus is a shaft disperger, 

Type GR II, manufactured by Ing. S. Maule 1 C. S.p.A., Torino, Italy. 

Shown are an upper cylindrical housing 61 and a lower cylindrical 

housing 62 which, when closed, enclose a rotating shaft 63 having a 

multiplicity of arms 64.   The upper housing contains two rows of 

knurled fingers 65 and three inspection ports 66.   At one end of the 

upper housing is an inlet port 67.   At the inlet end of the rotating 

shaft is driver motor 68 for turning the shaft.   At the outlet end of 

the rotating shaft is a bearing housing 69 which supports the 

rotating shaft.   The inlet end of the rotating shaft contains a screw 

feed section 70 which is positioned directly below the inlet and 
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serves to urge the feed material through the disperger. The 

outlet 71 of the disperger comprises a hinged flap 72 having a 

lever 73 which, when the disperger is closed up, is engaged by 

hydraulic air bags 74 mounted on the upper housing.   The air bags 

5    provide controllable resistance to the rotation of the hinged flap 

and hence provide a means of controlling the back pressure within the 

disperger.   Increasing the back pressure increases the degree to 

which the fibers are worked.   During operation, the knurled fingers 

interdigitate with the arms of the rotating shaft to work the feed 

10    material therebetween. 

Figure 4 is a block flow diagram of an alternative process of 

this invention utilizing a pair of twin shaft dispergers (Bivis 

machines).   As illustrated, papermaking pulp, at a consistency of 

about 50 percent, is fed to a screw feeder.  The screw feeder meters 

the feedstock to the first of two Bivis machines in series. Each 

Bivis machine has three compression/expansion zones.   Steam is 

Injected into the first Bivis machine to raise the temperature of the' 

fibers to about 212'F. (lOO'C).   The worked pulp is transferred to 

the second Bivis machine operating at the same conditions as the 

first Bivis machine.   The worked pulp from the second machine can be 

quenched by dropping it into a cold water bath and thereafter 

dewatering to a suitable consistency. 

Figures 5-10 will be discussed below in connection with the 
Examples. 
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Examples 

EXMpler? ]-i>Q.  To illustrate the invention, a number of 

uncreped throughdrled tissues were produced using the method 

substantially as Illustrated In Figure 1.  More specifically, " 

Examples 1-19 were all three-layered, single-ply bath tissues In 

which the outer layers comprised disperged, debonded eucalyptus 

fibers and the center layer comprised refined northern softwood kraft 

fibers.   Example 20 was a two-ply bath tissue, each ply being layered 

as described for the previous examples.  Cenebra eucalyptus fibers 

were pulped for 15 minutes at 10% consistency and dewatered to 30% 

consistency.   The pulp was then fed to a Haule shaft disperger as 

illustrated in Figure 3.  The disperger was operated at 160'F 
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(70*C.) with a power input of 2,2 HPD/T (1.8 kilowatt-days per 

tonne).   Subsequent to disperging, a softening agent (Berocell 584) 

was added to the pulp in the amount of 10 lb. Berocell per ton dry 

fiber (0.5 Wight percent). 

Prior to formation, the softwood fibers were pulped for 30 

minutes at 2.5 percent consistency, while the disperged, debonded 

eucalyptus fibers were diluted to 2 percent consistency.  The overall 

layered sheet weight was split 37.5%/25%/37.5X among the disperged 

eucalyptus/refined softwood/disperged eucalyptus layers.  The center 

layer was refined to levels required to achieve target strength 

values, while the outer layers provided softness and bulk. 

These examples employed a four-layer Belolt Concept III headbox. 

The refined northern softwood kraft stock was used in the two center 

layers of the headbox to produce a single center layer for the.three- 

layered product described.  Turbulence generating inserts recessed 

about three inches (75 millimeters) from the slice and layer dividers 

extending about six inches (150 millimeters) beyond the slice were 

employed.   Flexible lip extensions extending about six inches (150 

millimeters) beyond the slice were also used, as taught in U.S. 

Patent No, 5,129,988 issued July 14, 1992 to Farrington, Jr. entitled 

"Extended Flexible Headbox Slice With Parallel Flexible Lip 

Extensions and Extended Internal Dividers", which is herein 

incorporated by reference.   The net slice opening was about 0.9 inch 

(23 millimeters) and water flows in all four headbox layers were 

comparable.  The consistency of the stock fed to the headbox was 

about 0.09 Weight percent. 

The resulting three-layered sheet was formed on a twin-wire, 

suction form roll, former with forming fabrics (12 and 13 1n Figure 

1) being Asten 866 and Asten 856A fabrics respectively of about 64.5% 

and 6.1% void volume respectively.  Speed of the forming fabric was 

12.1 meters per second.  The newly-formed web was then dewatered to a 

cons.1stency of about 20-27% using vacuum suction from below the 

forming fabric before being transferred to the transfer fabric which 

was traveling at 9.7 meters per second (25% rush transfer). Transfer 

fabrics employed included an Asten 934 and an Albany 94M.  A vacuum 

shoe pulling about 6-15 inches (150-380 millimeters) of mercury 

vacuum was used to transfer the web to the transfer fabric. 
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The web was then transferred to a throughdrying fabric traveling 

at a speed of about 9.7 meters per second.   Velostar 800 and Asten 

934 throughdrying fabrics were used.  The web was carried over a 

Honeycomb throughdryer operating at a temperature of about 350*F. 

5     (175*C.) and dried to a final dryness of about 94-98% consistency. 

Table 1 gives more detailed descriptions of the process 

condition as well as resulting tissue properties for examples 1-20, 

illustrating this invention.  As used in Tables 1 and 2 below, the' 

column headings have the following meanings: "TAD Fabric" means 

10    throughdrying fabric (the designation "W" or "S" for the 

throughdrying fabric refers, to which side of the fabric is presented 

to the web.   "W denotes the side dominated by warp knuckles and "S" 

denotes the side dominated by shute knuckles.); "#l Trans Vac" 1s the 

vacuum used to transfer the web from the forming fabric to the 

15    transfer fabric, expressed 1n millimeters of mercury; "#2 Trans Vac- 

is the vacuum used to transfer the web from the transfer fabric to 

the throughdrying fabric, expressed 1n millimeters of mercury; 'Cons* 

m Trans" is the consistency of the web at the point of transfer 

from the forming fabric to the'transfer fabric, expressed as percent 

0    solids; "Cons m Trans" is the consistency of the web at the point 

of transfer from the transfer fabric to the throughdrying fabric, 

expressed as percent solids;   "MO Tensile Strength" is the machine 

direction tensile strength, expressed in grams per 3 inches (7.62 

centimeters) of sample width; "MO Tensile Stretch" 1s the machine 

>    direction stretch, expressed as percent elongation at sample failure; 

"MO Max Slope" is as defined above, expressed as kilograms per 3 

Inches (7.62 centimeters) of sample width; "CO Tensile Strength" 1s 

the cross-machine tensile strength, expressed as grams per 3 inches 

(7.62 centimeters) of sample width; "CO Tensile Stretch" is the " 

cross-machine.dlrection stretch, expressed as percent elongation at 

sample failure; "GMT" Is the geometric mean tensile strength, 

expressed as grams per 3 Inches (7.62 centimeters) of sample width; 

"Basis Wf is the finished basis weight, expressed as grams per 

square meter; "Caliper" is the 10 sheet caliper, divided Jby ten, as 

previously described, expressed In microns; "Bulk" 1s the Bulk as 

defined above, expressed 1n cubic centimeters per gram; "Panel Stiff- 

is the stiffness of the sheet as determined by a trained sensory 
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panel feeling for the relative sharpness of the folds when a sheet is 

taken up into the hand, expressed as a number on a scale of from 1 to 

14, with higher numbers meaning greater stiffness (commercial bath 

tissues typically range from about 3 to about 8); and "MD Stiff 

Factor" is the Machine Direction Stiffness Factor as defined above, 

expressed as (kilograms per 3 inches)-microns0-5. 
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EXAMPLE TRANSFER 
FABRIC 

1 
1 
1 
20 

ALBANY 94* U 
ASTEN 934 V 
ASTEN 934 W 
ALBANY 94* S 
ALBANY 94* S 
ALBANY 94* $ 
ALBANY 94* S 
ALBANY 94* W 
ALBANY 94* V 
ASTEN 934 V 
ALBANY 94* $ 
ASTEN 934 W 
ALBANY 94* U 
ASTEN 934 V 
ALBANY 94* S 
ASTEN 937 S 
VELOSTAR 800W 
ASTEN 934 $ 
ALBANY 94* $ 
ALBANY 94* $ 

TAD 
FABRIC 

VELOSTAR 
ASTEN 934 
ASTEN 934 
VELOSTAR 
VELOSTAR 
ASTEN 934 
VELOSTAR 
VELOSTAR 
VELOSTAR 
ASTEN 934 
VELOSTAR 
ASTEN 934 
VELOSTAR 
ASTEN 934 
VELOSTAR 
ASTEN 934 
ASTEN 934 
ASTEN 934 
VELOSTAR 
VELOSTAR 

TABLE 1 

*1        #2 CONS 
TRANS   TRANS 3#1 

VAC      VAC TRANS 

330 
380 
150 
150 
386 
380 
150 
150 
380 
380 
380 
150 
380 
380 
380 
380 
380 
380 
380 
380 

200 
100 
100 
200 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 

20-22 
20-22 
20-22 
20-22 
20-22 
20-22 
20-22 
25-27 
20-22 
20-22 
25-27 
20-22 
25-27 
25-27 
25-27 
25-27 
25-27 
25-27 
25-27 
25-27 

CONS 
3*2 

TRANS 

22-24 
27-29 
22-24 
27-29 
27-29 
27-29 
22-24 
27-29 
27-29 
22-24 
27-29 
27-29 
27 29 
27-29 
27-29 
27-29 
27-29 
27-29 
27-29 
27-29 

MD 
TENSILE 
STRENGTH 

775 
721 
712 
799 
834 
897 
815 
843 
867 
721 
819 
709 
531 
472 
631 
535 
427 
530 
600 
708 

MO 
TENSILE MAX 
STRETCH SLOPE 

19.2 5.087 
19.3 4.636 
18.9 4.815 
19.2 5.149 
22.0 5.223 
20.2 5.621 
19.1 5.543 
21.7 5.698 
20.0 5.696 
20.6 4.709 
20.2 5.441 
20.2 4.913 
20.1 5.496 
19.5 3.244 
21.4 4.036 
20.9 3.933 
16.3 3.901 
21.3 4.206 
20.8 4.754 
18.7 5.970 
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TABLE 1 (CONTINUED) 

10 
£& SK GNT y — « 

"7 8.5      637 29.2 

IS. 433 M-« 

«f 3-9 753 29.3 
111 «•» 682 28.9 
*g «•* 72* 28.7 

20    *?? :•? ?** ».7 5" 5.3 607 
1" 7.9 687 
503 5.2 598 
1! 8.3 67? 

"         356 11.2 67* 

28.3 
687 29.1 

28.9 
20.7 
19.6 
19.8 

1*'f      362 19.6 

30 « J'5      499 20.0 
*?- «•*      591 38.0 

287 9.8 
323 11.2 
323 11.2 
305 10.5 
305 10.1 
287 9.8 
297 10.3 
292 10.2 
297 10.0 
361 12.7 
312 10.7 
348 12.0 
249 12.0 
315 16.0 
269 13.5 
325 16.1 
330 16.8 
335 16.8 
287 14.3 
388 10,1 

PAX EL 
STIFF CT f m m STIFF 

FACTOR 

86 
4 n 83 
4 1 •86 
*» .o 90 l y • . / 91 
* .J 95 i C 96 
4.7 97 
4 A 98 

89 
4.2 y© 
4.0 92 
3.5 55 
3.4 58 
3.4 66 
3.8 71 
3.4 71 
3.2 77 
3.8 61 
3.2 83 

Corpora..,, p,tMrch Tru^i, Park Kr « 1"   " *" 

"«w regression for th, p^ '   [L^       f" « a 

This delation 1. J. '       ""•"«" fpMI " to P2. 

« po.ntS M ,„"' °i2?(:x ov,,r ,h*curw * 

bribed).   The hi3 es       e 0  l'" * CU™ 

celled the MD Hex Slope <Mr«»on of the speci«en, 1s 

inch (63.5 n) span of ..J"      take" over » two and one-half 

of Points to excee    sse        " ' 
essentially any practical elongation of the 
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specimen. 

35 

trus translates into a point evorv n mn *HCCU, 

mitl.l point (for exemole Pii IT 9        " p0,nt >s »>* 

5    Point (for exile   2T „/   f        ' 
P0,"tS t0 th« 

the highest v.,u, fro. tMs ^7" S'!P« ,s       Co»" « 

three-inch specie width   Zi,      T " S'°P' "* Mr 

since the lenoth »f !,., '     C0Urse- d,"*"s1onless 

pro,r».) S Uk'" fnt" »y      testing MChin, 

Fioure « 1$ « plot of Bulk versus p>„.i 

single-ply product, . "2" represent! I       , ""-""ting » 

presenting . three-pl, p 1 /„ "'n, ' "3" 
corttnetlon of high Bulk LT J. J '     '"""retes the unique 

of this invention * «• P"««cts 

5 .he s« p^ui;; :;r^LT'~"» * "« *r 

stiffness ,s « s.      ? ^seT"'"'" " " S'°" 

invention. P" "*IMt*1 »> "» P""""* of this 

Slope, illustrat.J «. ♦ 1      Stiffness Factor instead of MO 
^e, illustrating that the MO Stiffness Fart*- , , 

measure of stiffness. ?""nesj Factor is also a valid 

JL 



Figure 10 is a plot similar to the plot of Figure 8 with Bulk 

plotted versus the MO Stiffness Factor, illustrating the combination 

of high Bulk andjow stiffness (as measured by the MD Stiffness 

Factor) exhibited by the products of this invention. 

It will be appreciated that the foregoing examples, given for 

purposes of illustration, are not to be construed as limiting the 

scope of this invention, which is defined by the following claims and 

all equivalents thereto. 
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CLAIMS 

. MO te s,0Pe of ,L:r;0
c :r;;:;tersper—- 

4-    The product of Claim 1   2 or 1   K« • 
'    °r 3' h™* a »      Slope of about 5 or less 

or ,.ss. "4 ta"" • » H« S„pe of ib,ut 10 

llZT " C'a,B 6 ,,a'i"9 ' B"'k °f *« • «*«« centineters per gram or greater. 

percent or greater. 

9-    The product of anv of naj„ , 

12.   We product of any of Claims l to 9  havina «, 
' hwinS «=5*d throned plies. 

13-   The product of any of Claims 1 to 9   havina f 
' tevl1* four uioEpBd thra^rfcied plies. 
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14. Tne product of any preceding Claim, wherein said plies have too or nore 

layers, at least one layer being an outwardly facing layer and 

comprising about 20 percent or more curled fibers. 
m 

15. The product of any of Claims 1 to 13, wherein said plies teve tw? or rroxe 

layers, at least one layer being an outwardly facing layer and 

comprising about 80 percent or more curled fibers. 

16. A soft tissue product comprising one or more tissue plies and 

having a Bulk of about 9 cubic centimeters per gram or greater 

and a MD Stiffness Factor of about 150 or less. 

17. The product of Claim 16 having a Bulk of from about 9 to about 

20 cubic centimeters per gram. 

18. The product of Claim 16 having a Bulk of from about 10 to about 

15 cubic centimeters per gram. 

19. The product of Claim 16, 17 or 18, having a MD Stiffness Factor of etajt 
100 or less. 

20. The product of Claim 16, 17 or 18, having a MD Stiffness Factor of fzan 
about 50 to about 100. 

21. A soft tissue product comprising one or more uncreped 

throughdried tissue plies and having a M0 Stiffness Factor of 
about 150 or less. 

22. The product of Claim 21 having a Bulk of about 6 cubic 

•   centimeters per gram or greater. 

23. The product of any of Claims 16 to 22 having a machine direction 

stretch of about 10 percent or greater. 

The product of any of Claims 16 to 22, having a machine direction 

Stretch of frcm about 15 to -about 25 percent. 
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25 • The product of 
any of claims 16 to 24 haw,*,   

to 24, »^cre»«^thra^xariedply> 

26- The product of any of claims 16 to 24 narim ^ 

27. The product of any of claims 16 to 24   havi™ «, 
Plies. haV:mg uncreped thto^hdriaa 

28. • The product of any of claims 16 to 24 hartm 
' hawn? *** thtcugWried plies. 

29-  The product of any of Claims 16 to 28 '', 

comprising about 80 percent «r 1        , 9 layer and 

»        8u percent or more curled fibers. 

A soft single-ply bath tissue comprising a laver.H 

throughdried tissue sheet having an a r sid T ""^^ 

about 80 weight percent or greater cu led e T\ 
a fabric side layer conmHc      ! fibers and 

■ ™;f ,ak,n9 *soft       ««. ^ 

to curl tk. flbJUT' °f *» f,btr " 'rMt- 

W the a,ueouS SUSpensjon „ cur„d 
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(d) 

(g) 

depositing the diluted aqueous suspension of papermaking 

fibers onto a forming fabric to form a wet web; 

(e) dewatering the wet web to a consistency of from about 20 to 

about, 30 percent; 

(f) transferring the dewatered web from the forming fabric to a 

transfer fabric traveling at a speed of from about 10 to 

about 80 percent slower than the forming fabric; 

transferring the web to a throughdrying fabric whereby the 

web is macroscopically rearranged to conform to the surface 

of the throughdrying fabric; and 

(h)  throughdrying the.web to final dryness. 

33. The method of Claim 32 wherein the fibers are curled by 

mechanical working'while passing through a disperger. 
t 

34. -me method of Claim 32 or 33, wherein the fibers are surface treated 

with a chemical softening agent. 

35. The method of Claim 32, 33 or 34, wherein the.curled fibers are aralvpte 
fibers. 

36. The method of Claim 32, 33, 34 or 35, therein the curled fibers are d^sitsd 

onto the forming fabric as one or two layers of a multiple layer 
web. 

37. The method of Claim 36 wherein the web comprises an inner layer 

and two outer layers, at least one outer layer comprising the 
curled fibers. 

38. 

39. 

The method, of Claim 37 wherein both outer layers comprise the 
curled fibers. 

The method of any of Claims 32 to 38 vferein all of the fibers in the wfc ha* 

been mechanically worked as set forth in step (b). 
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40. The method of any of Claims 32 to 39, wherein the 

curled fibers are deposited onto the forming fabric as 

the air side layer and the fabric side layer of the web. 

41. A method of making a tissue sheet in which a wet web 

is transferred from a forming fabric to a drying fabric 

via a separate transfer fabric, wherein the transfer 

fabric is designed to provide machine direction stretch 

and the drying fabric is designed to provide cross 

machine direction stretch. 

42. A method of making a tissue sheet in which a wet web 

is transferred from a forming fabric to a drying fabric 

via a separate transfer fabric, wherein the transfer 

fabric is designed for rush transfer, and the drying 

fabric is designed to deliver bulk. 

43. A tissue sheet made in accordance with the method of 
any of claims 32 to 42. 

44. A tissue product substantially as hereinbefore 

described with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

45. A method of making a tissue sheet substantially as 

hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying 
drawings. 
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